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There’s an added emphasis
on local talent for DIFF ‘18 –
check out our New Territory
program, showcasing the
very best of the Territory!
Tickets and info at diff.net.au

HALF-PRICE
LATE FILMS!

This year, all you night-owls
can enjoy half-price tickets
to our late night DIFF films –
Best of Territory Shorts,
Respeto and The Brawler.

SPARK Short Film
Showcase

7 Capricornia Film
Awards

The SPARK Film Initiative
guides Darwin-based
filmmakers from script to
screen. Check out the world
premiere of these five local
short films on the big screen.
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industry. An independent
panel of judges will determine
the best film and television
productions of the past two
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Welcome to the 9th
Darwin International
Film Festival
Darwin Film Society are excited to bring you this
year’s Darwin International Film Festival. Along
with the iconic Deckchair Cinema and wet season
movie program Flix in the Wet, we have operated
the annual Darwin International Film Festival since
introducing it in 2010.

The NT Government has been a proud sponsor of the
Darwin International Film Festival since its inception
in 2010 when just a handful of films were shown.
This year, the NT Government is investing $85,000
into the Festival.

Now, on the cusp of its first
decade, DIFF is well on its way
to becoming a film festival
utterly unique to Australia’s
tropical north.
This year we have been
more conscious than ever of
making the festival something
that rings true for our community
and extended community of
nearest neighbours. With DIFF we
aim to seek out and showcase
the diversity of talent on our
doorstep while simultaneously
celebrating our unbeatable
outdoor evening culture, the kind
of which you can only enjoy in
the tropics. As such, 80% of our
program consists of films from
the Australasia region, with 70%
of film screenings and events
occurring under the stars.
The program combines
three primary strands in a
broader tapestry including
vibrant live performances,
insightful Q&As, and fun late
night events. New Territory
refers to the NT film industry,
Neighbour Asia includes a

The Darwin International
Film Festival has been a huge
success and this year’s program
includes exciting international
films making waves at major
festivals such as Cannes, Berlin
and Venice.
As well as showcasing our
vibrant screen industry, the
Festival delights visitors to our
tropical Top End, supporting
our tourism industry and local
businesses.
I congratulate the
whole Festival team for their
tireless work creating this
rich and varied program. The
contribution from staff and
volunteers is invaluable to its
ongoing success.

3

diverse array of new releases
from our closest continent with
a focus on Southeast Asia, and
Festival Faves ensures DIFF
continues to include some of
the most talked-about new
films on the international scene.
We here at Darwin Film
Society are very proud about
this year’s DIFF and look forward
to sharing it with you. So come
down and join us as we kick back
with a cold beverage to a great
flick – see you there!
JEFF COULTER
Chair, Darwin Film Society

I encourage Territorians and
visitors to experience the 2018
Darwin International Film
Festival and sit back and enjoy
the next 11 days when the world
comes to you to share its rich
stories via the screen.
I look forward to seeing you
all at a movie soon.
LAUREN MOSS
Minister for Tourism and Culture

13

th

Island of
the Hungry
Ghosts

NEW
TERRITORY

SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by GABRIELLE BRADY

LIVE MUSIC

OPENING NIGHT | NT PREMIERE

THIS SCREENING WILL BE PRESENTED BY SPECIAL GUEST ALEX KELLY
LIVE MUSIC BY DARWIN WORLD MIX BAND
Christmas Island is inhabited by
migratory crabs travelling in their
millions from the jungle towards
the ocean, in a movement that has
been provoked by the full moon for
hundreds of thousands of years. But
the jungle hides something else; a
high-security detention centre where
thousands of asylum seekers are
being detained indefinitely. Poh Lin, a
trauma counsellor living on the island,
witnesses the mental decline of those
being detained.

2018

15+

94 mins
English and multiple with
English subtitles
Documentary

[A] poetic profile of the forgotten
asylum seekers detained on Christmas
Island… Lush cinematography… Timely
subject matter.

WINNER

Screen International

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

Australia (Christmas Is.)

NT Producer Alex Kelly is a filmmaker,
communications and campaign
strategist committed to social justice.
She is based in Alice Springs and
produced this film under the moniker
echotango.

BEST DOCUMENTARY
Alex Kelly

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

7.30pm
Thu

TRIBECA
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

4

FREE

A TE
TH

Darwin Waterfront comes alive on weekends
during DIFF, with free family friendly movie
nights and a film festival wonderland!
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15

th

th

Friday

Saturday

Bring your picnic rug, and enjoy free films from the
four corners of the world for the whole family up on
Darwin Waterfront’s open-air big screen.

F
R
F
I
E
D AT T
W ON
FR

Keep an eye out for the Festival Playground - a space
where you can try on virtual reality goggles at the Tree
of Dreams, or interact with outdoor projections at the
Faces in Trees experience.
Come down from 5pm.
All films start 7.15pm.
Parental Guidance recommended for all films.

16

Sunday

Tree of Dreams & Faces in Trees

Young Brendan lives in the Abbey
of Kells, a remote medieval outpost
under siege from raiding barbarians.
One day a master artist arrives from
foreign lands carrying an ancient but
unfinished magical book. To help
complete it, Brendan has to venture
into a dangerous enchanted forest.

21

th

FESTIVAL
PLAYGROUND

The Secret of Kells

LOCAL SHORTS

The Breadwinner
Directed by Nora Twomey
2009 | Ireland | 75 mins
Winner: Best Animated
Feature | Academy
Awards 2009

Directed by Nora Twomey
2017 | Afghanistan | 94 m.
Winner: Best Animated
Feature | Academy
Awards 2018

22

st

nd

Friday

Saturday

Kick back and enjoy an eclectic program
of new short films from the Territory.
Darwin Underground Film Festival (DUFF)
celebrates NT filmmakers salon des refusés
style, screening a selection of submissions
from the 2018 Capricornia Film Awards for
everyone to enjoy.

Kirikou & The Sorceress
Kirikou is no normal newborn – he
can walk and talk as soon as he exits
the womb. After learning that his
parents’ village is being threatened by
a sorceress, Kirikou leaps into action to
save the day. Based on a popular folk
tale from West Africa.
Parental Advisory: Mild Nudity
5

Parvana is an 11-year-old girl growing
up under the Taliban in Afghanistan in
2001. When her father is wrongfully
arrested, Parvana cuts off her hair and
dresses like a boy in order to support
her family. Parvana draws courage
from the stories she invents on her
quest to find her father.

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Big Fish & Begonia

Directed by Michel Ocelet
1998 | France | 74 mins
Winner: Best Film |
Annecy International
Animation Film Festival
1998

From ancient Chinese legends comes
a beautiful tale of love and sacrifice.
There is a mystical race of beings that
control the tide and the changing of
the seasons. But one of these beings,
a young girl named Chun, wants to
experience the human world, not
simply observe it.

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Directed by Liang Xuan,
Chun Zhang
2016 | China | 105 mins
Nominee: Best Film |
Annecy International
Animation Film Festival
2017
6

Welcome to the SPARK
Screening – discover
Darwin’s latest
filmmakers’ work and
meet with the talent at
this very special event!

14

th

7.15pm
Fri

NEW
TERRITORY
Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

Dedicated to the support of emerging filmmakers in
the Darwin region, SPARK is deployed throughout
the Top End’s dry season. After a series of workshops,
five short film projects were selected by a panel of
award-winning screen industry professionals. Each
project received a seed fund to go into production,
and a distribution package with DIFF and the NTTFF
(NT Travelling Film Festival). Launched in 2017 by
DIFF, SPARK is the first program of its kind in the NT.

Rite of Passage
Three Australian teenagers hear a
ghost story about their hometown.
They decide to test their courage and
try to summon the spirit of the ghost.
Not knowing what they have done,
they tease each other to their doom.

Sunset
Directed by
Andreas Heikaus
Written by
Grace King
Produced by
Tiffany Manzie (Global
Headquarters)

On her 89th birthday, Ingrid, a frail,
wheelchair-bound woman suffering
Alzheimer’s is left alone on a beach
by her carer. A passing musician —
heartbroken and homeless — tries to
steal a piece of Ingrid’s birthday cake,
but something about her vulnerability
reflects his own state.

Directed by
Jane Hampson
Written by
Jane Hampson
Produced by
Lydia Gawa (Arafura
Studios)

Thank you to our judges
Shayne Armstrong, Screenwriter, QLD
Rachel Clements, Producer, NT
Aurora Scheelings PhD, Filmmaker, Lecturer, NT
David Tiley, Screenwriter, Editor, VIC
Darwin Film Society, Screen Territory and Jacana Energy
are the major sponsors of this bold new initiative

Arrears
A humorous story about a man
struggling in a mad world. A world
where oxygen is a commodity and
corporate interests unethically rule over
human rights. A world where losing
one’s job to artificial intelligence is the
norm. And a world where forgetting to
pay bills on time can be fatal.

7

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Spectrum
Directed by
Wilf Watson
Written by
Wilf Watson
Produced by
Madelon te Lintum

A young autistic child is implanted
with an app called ‘Gadget’ to aid a
normal life. Flash forward 10 years Ari & Gadget discover the world is run
by machines mining DNA. Together
they find a solution. Ari learns that
emotional bonds make humanity
more complex than machines.

You do You
Directed by
Tim Parish
Written by
Phil Denson & Tim Parish
Produced by
Gaia Osborne
(Undergrowth Productions)

Mickey’s having a tough time being
herself. She’s fed up with her annoying
brother, had it with a condescending
boy at school, and all the men who
just push her around are plain rude.
Instead of just daydreaming about the
perfect comeback, Mickey’s overactive
imagination gets the better of her.

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Directed by
Lexie Gregory & Thomas
Midena
Written by
Lexie Gregory
Produced by
Joseph Baronio
8

DARWIN’S ICONIC OPEN AIR CINEMA
YOUR INDEPENDENT CINEMA

Best of
Territory
Shorts

14

15

9pm
Fri

th

NEW
TERRITORY
LATE FILM

Respeto

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA
LATE FILM

Directed by TREB MONTERAS II
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

A hand-picked selection of some of
the latest short films to be made here
in the NT. A cinematic sampling of true
blue Territory landscapes, characters
and stories reflecting the vast array of
local talent making films right now.

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

Short films
Yarripiri’s Journey
Directed by Simon Fisher & Jason
Japaljarri Woods
I Am Numamurdirdi
Directed by Naina Sen
Lil Bois
Directed by Grant Thompson
Graves
Directed by Levi Dobson
Ŋambi
Directed by Mark Watjana Ashley
Coat of Arms
Directed by Dylan River

English or with English
subtitles

9

2018
Australia (NT)
85 mins (total)

Shorts / Various
Disclaimer: Some of
the content contains
violence and coarse
language.

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

Featuring some of the country’s most
prominent hip-hop artists and probing
the role of the musical form (and art in
general) at a time when the elite rule by
machismo and egging on the masses.

WINNER

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

5pm
Sun

th

The Image
Book

FESTIVAL
FAVE

DECKCHAIR
CINEMA

Directed by JEAN-LUC GODARD
NT PREMIERE

Here’s a film reminding us that true
hip-hop is political. In this era of
extrajudicial killings under the reign of
the current president, Duterte, young
Hendrix sets his sights on underground
rap battles in the slums of Pandacan,
Manila. But his true enemies don’t
have ears for his words. In the face of
state-inflicted terror, Hendrix’s meeting
with bookstore-owner Doc, once a
radical poet, creates a striking parallel
between the days of dictator Marcos
and the present.

Hollywood Reporter

16

9.30pm
Sat

th

2017

15+

Philippines
80 mins
Filipino with English
subtitles
Drama / Music

BRIGHT FUTURE AWARD
ROTTERDAM INT’L
FILM FESTIVAL
2017

Do you still remember how, long ago,
we trained our thoughts?
Most often we’d start from a dream…
We wondered how, in total darkness,
colours of such intensity could emerge
within us.
In a soft, low voice
Saying great things,
Surprising, deep and accurate matters.
Image and words
Like a bad dream written on a stormy
night.
Under western eyes.
The lost paradises.
War is here.
Godard’s eyeball-frazzling video essay
bewilders and delights.
The Guardian

Map-Marker-Alt BCC DARWIN
2018

15+

Switzerland

Gates open 6pm nightly
Grab your movie buddy and get down early for a
balmy sea breeze and a spectacular sunset

90 mins
French with English
subtitles
Arthouse

Licensed candy bar stocking a diverse range of wine,
beer and snacks. Dinner prepared fresh by local
caterers and is available every night

WINNER
SPECIAL PALME D’OR
CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL

Open nightly from April - November

More info at deckchaircinema.com

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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Finke: There & Back

16

th

7.30pm
Sun

NEW
TERRITORY

17
Diamantino
SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by DYLAN RIVER
NT PREMIERE

THIS SCREENING WILL BE PRESENTED BY SPECIAL GUEST LUKE HAYES
FINKE RACING VEHICLE DISPLAY
Blood, sweat and tears shed across
central Australia at the iconic Finke
Desert Race, Australia’s fastest and
deadliest off-road motorsport event.
The Finke Desert Race is the largest
off-road motor race in the Southern
Hemisphere and Australia’s fastest
and deadliest off-road motor sport
event. The route from Alice Springs
to the Finke River looks spectacular,
but the track is rife with soft sand and
corrugations. Finke is more than a
race; it is a way of life. Director Dylan
River (a competitor himself) explores
the race from within: the contestants,
organisers, paramedics, and the drive
to win against the desert at all costs.
11

23-year old Luke Hayes was born
and bred in Alice Springs, growing up
on Deep Well cattle station. He has
competed in five Finkes since he was
17 years old, his best finish being a 3rd
outright in the 2017 results.

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018
Australia (NT)
90 mins
English
Documentary / Sport

In a metaphorical way the central
Australian desert is like a god. This
almighty force that looms over every
rider. The race is like our religion,
something we can’t just shake off and is
passed down through generations.

FESTIVAL
FAVE

Directed by MARCELO MARTINESSI

NT PREMIERE

NT PREMIERE

Diamantino, the world’s premiere
soccer star loses his special touch and
ends his career in disgrace. Searching
for a new purpose, the international
icon sets out on a delirious odyssey
where he confronts neo-fascism, the
refugee crisis, genetic modification,
and the hunt for the source of genius.

Map-Marker-Alt BCC DARWIN

Part loopily queer sci-fi thriller, part
faux-naive political rallying cry, glued
together with candyfloss clouds of
romantic reverie.

Drama / Surreal, Comedy

2018

15+

Portugal
92 mins
Portuguese with English
subtitles

WINNER
CRITIC’S WEEK GRAND PRIZE

Luke Hayes

CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

7.30pm
Mon

th

The
Heiresses

Directed by GABRIEL ABRANTES, DANIEL SCHMIDT

Variety

Dylan River

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

15+

17

5pm
Mon

th

FESTIVAL
FAVE

Chela and Chiquita, both descended
from wealthy families in Asunción,
Paraguay, have been together for
over 30 years. Recently their financial
situation has worsened and when
their debts lead to Chiquita being
imprisoned on fraud charges, Chela
is forced to face a new reality. Driving
for the first time in years, she begins to
provide a local taxi service to a group
of elderly wealthy ladies, meanwhile
embarking on her own personal,
intimate revolution.

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

A finely-crafted, beautifully realized
debut that exquisitely balances
character study with shrewd
commentary on class, desire, and the
lingering privileges of Paraguay’s elite.

WINNER

Variety

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

2018

15+

Paraguay
95 mins
Spanish with English
subtitles
Drama / Queer

BEST FILM
SYDNEY
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

12

Curator’s Cut
Rare films from the Northern Territory Library

FREE
EVENT

18
The
Green Fog

18

5pm
Tue

th

FESTIVAL
FAVE

Birds of
Passage

FESTIVAL
FAVE

Directed by GUY MADDIN, GALEN JOHNSON, EVAN JOHNSON

Directed by CIRO GUERRA, CRISTINA GALLEGO

NT PREMIERE

NT PREMIERE

This experimental film re-imagines
the Alfred Hitchcock thriller Vertigo
via a collage of clips from films and
TV shows shot in and around the
San Francisco area, from vintage
commercials to Sister Act. Cobbled
together from trash and treasure,
and featuring a masterful soundtrack
performed by America’s contemporary
string ensemble Kronos Quartet.
Very, very funny. Sheer inventiveness
in the selection of clips makes for
constantly surprising and intriguing
viewing but Maddin and the Johnsons
also make much comic mileage
through imaginative and expert editing.
British Film Institute

13

Map-Marker-Alt BCC DARWIN
2018

15+

USA
63 mins
English
Drama / Arthouse

7.30pm
Tue

th

The origins of the Columbian drug
trade, through the epic story of
an indigenous Wayuu family that
becomes involved in the booming
business of selling marijuana to
American youth in the 1970s. When
greed, passion and honour collide,
a fratricidal war breaks out that will
put their lives, their culture and their
ancestral traditions at stake.

15+

Columbia
125 mins
Wayuu, Spanish with
English subtitles
Drama / Crime

The follow-up to Embrace of the
Serpent is a sprawling tale of drugs,
dowries and indigenous traditions.

WINNER

The Guardian

OPENING FILM

BEST FILM

DIRECTOR’S FORTNIGHT

LAS PALMAS
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

In 1946, a group of Aboriginal
stockworkers went on strike in the
remote Pilbara region of Western
Australia. This film shows how the
most powerful forces in WA set about
violently and illegally undermining the
Aboriginal strikers and their supporter
Don McLeod over a five-year period.
Told by the strikers themselves, this is
a story of state injustice and barbarism,
pitched against the tremendous
creativity and collective will of the
most disadvantaged Australians.
Special Guest Jan Richardson
In 1969, Jan lived and worked with the
Nyangumarta and Don McLeod Strikers’
group. Jan now lives in Darwin and is
writing a biography of Don McLeod.

5.30pm
Wed

th

INDEPENDENT
AUSTRALIA
SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by DAVID NOAKES

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018

How
The West
Was Lost

19

19 Sept How the West was Lost

Map-Marker-Alt NT LIBRARY
1987

G

Australia

3 Oct

Buffalo Legends

7 Nov

Country Outcasts
Sunshine Club - Days of Old Darwin

(DOUBLE SCREENING)

72 mins
English and Njangamarda,
Wanmun, Injibandi with
English subtitles
Drama / Outback
Seats to this event are
limited. To book, visit
ntl.nt.gov.au

5 Dec

The Search for the Shell Encrusted Toilet Seat

Behind each film is a great tale – screenings are followed by
conversations with people connected to the story.
Sessions start at 5:30pm
Located at Northern Territory Library
Parliament House, 4 Bennett Street, Darwin

ntl.nt.gov.au

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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Come and join us for
the Territory’s very
own film awards!

15

th

Sat

Guests: 5:30pm
Public: 6:00pm
INDUSTRY

THE JURY
Dr Gemma Blackwood
Rob Collins
Sally Ingleton
Jeremy Sims
Penny Smallacombe
Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA

Map-Marker-Alt HILLS HOIST STUDIOS*

MC: LISA PELLEGRINO

CATEGORIES

The Biennial Capricornia Film Awards
recognise excellence in the screen
industry of Australia’s Northern Territory.
How proud do we Territorians feel with so many
wonderful films coming out of the NT these
last two years? Join host extraordinaire Lisa
Pellegrino, along with our five-star Jury Panel
to help us recognise and celebrate an incredible
harvest of new Territory-made cinema.

★ SHORT FILM – FICTION
★ SHORT FILM – DOCUMENTARY
★ COMMERCIAL / CORPORATE
★ MUSIC VIDEO
★ WEB / NEW MEDIA
★ FEATURE FILM
PLUS SPECIAL AWARDS!
For the full list of finalists (announced 1 September) and tickets,
visit diff.net.au/capricornia

THE AFTER PARTY
9pm | FREE when you bring your ceremony ticket

Round-off the evening in style! Come and join in the fun with
the VIP’s at the Capricornia Film Awards After Party.
Hills Hoist Studios is the home to independent arts in Darwin
hosting events, festivals, workshops and residencies that
celebrate Top End culture makers while connecting nationally
and internationally.
*Transportation organised between venues.

Hills Hoist
15

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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19

th

Strange
Colours

7.30pm
Wed

INDEPENDENT
AUSTRALIA

20
The Tailor
SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by ALENA LODKINA
NT PREMIERE

THIS SCREENING WILL BE PRESENTED BY SPECIAL GUEST ALENA LODKINA

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018

Milena travels to a remote opal
minding community to see her
estranged, ill father. Lost and alone,
she falls into his bewildering would,
where men escape society and share
ideals of freedom. Soon, he doesn’t
want her to leave. Stuck in time,
father and daughter try to mend their
fractured bond, but their connection
is fragile, like the strange, colourful
gems he digs up from the earth.

Alena Lodkina is a Russian-born
filmmaker based in Melbourne. She
participated in Biennale College
Cinema in 2016 with her first feature
film Strange Colours, which went on
to win funding, go into production and
premiere at Venice Film Festival 2017.

93 mins
English
Drama / Outback

Captures the melancholy and
loneliness of outback isolation and
the desperate attempts at connection
by these often damaged but
passionate men trying to reconcile
the freedom of the bush and their
mutual responsibilities.
FilmInk

17

Australia

20

5pm
Thu

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA

th

Shoplifters

Directed by TRAN BUU LOC, KAY NGUYEN

Directed by HIROKAZU KORE-EDA

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

NT PREMIERE

Set in 1969, Old Saigon is a metropolis
where the trends of London and Paris
influence the customs and dreams of
the youth. Despite her Westernised
affectations, aspiring fashion designer
Nhu Y is actually the heir to the
prestigious tailors Thanh Nu, which
for nine generations has been making
prestigious áo dài, (refined traditional
Vietnamese dresses) and one of the
last bastions for this dying art.

Map-Marker-Alt BCC DARWIN
2017

15+

Vietnam
100 mins
Vietnamese with English
subtitles
Drama / Fashion

A reverent homage to Áo Dài and a
feast for the eyes.
Saigoneer

WINNER
BEST FEATURE
GOLDEN
KITE AWARDS

Alena Lodkina

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

15+

th

After one of their shoplifting
sessions, Osamu and his son come
across a little girl in the freezing cold.
At first reluctant to shelter the girl,
Osamu’s wife agrees to take care of
her after learning of the hardships
she faces. Although the family is
poor, barely making enough money
to survive through petty crime, they
seem to live happily together until an
unforeseen incident reveals hidden
secrets, testing the bonds that
unite them...
Depicting a Japanese family that
survives by running petty scams,
Hirokazu Kore-eda’s modern day
Oliver Twist story offers “poverty porn”
of a most unconventional sort.
Variety

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

7.30pm
Thu

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018

15+

Japan
121 mins
Japanese with English
subtitles
Drama / Family

WINNER
PALME D’OR
CANNES
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

18

21

st

Ramen
Shop

7.30pm
Fri

BECOME
A MEMBER!

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA

21
The
Brawler
SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by ERIC KHOO
NT PREMIERE

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018

Screen International
Tickets and info at diff.net.au

15+

Singapore

Hanuman’s Jimmy Shu grew up in
Sri Lanka. The only son of a renowned
restaurateur, Jimmy developed a
love of food, of delighting guests
and consistently innovating delicious
dishes. When not travelling to find
new inspiration, Jimmy can be found
on Sunday mornings at Darwin’s
Rapid Creek markets, prodding,
sniffing, tasting and chatting with the
stallholders.

89 mins
English / Japanese /
Mandarin
Drama / Food

A gentle drama handled with a sincerity
that could commend it to incurable
romantics and insatiable foodies alike.

19

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA
LATE FILM

Directed by ANURAG KASHYAP
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

LIVE COOKING DEMO – AUTHENTIC RAMEN WITH JIMMY SHU

The film celebrates 50 years of
diplomatic relations between
Singapore and Japan, and what better
way to bring nations together than a
bowl of beloved ramen, the Japanese
staple dish with distinct Chinese
origins? The plot follows Masato, a
young Ramen chef, who leaves his
hometown in Japan to embark on his
own culinary journey and seek out his
Singaporean mother’s family.

9pm
Fri

st

Jimmy Shu

Low-caste, aspiring boxer Shravan
slogs day and night to achieve his
dream of becoming professionally
recognized. Things go awry when he
falls in love with a high caste, mute girl
Sunaina – also the niece of his arch
nemesis, the head of the state boxing
federation, the corrupt Bhagwan. But
Shravan has been an underdog all his
life and will stop at nothing to go all
the way to the Indian National Boxing
Championship.

CLOSING FILM

Kashyap’s canny comeback bid: a
heavy-hitting social critique disguised
as a rock ’em-sock ’em sports movie.

CULINARY CINEMA

The Guardian

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2017

15+

India

Darwin Film Society was established in 1964.
We operate Deckchair Cinema, Flix in the Wet and
Darwin International Film Festival.
Over your 12-month membership you get:
4 FREE TICKETS TO USE AT DECKCHAIR CINEMA
(EXCLUDES DIFF)
FREE ENTRY TO MEMBERS NIGHT (4 PER YEAR)

155 mins
Hindi with English
subtitles

DISCOUNTED ENTRY - $10 MOVIE TICKETS!
AND MORE!

Drama / Sport

Membership $75
($50 for NT concession holders)

Sign up at deckchaircinema.com

BERLIN INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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22

nd

7.30pm
Sat

INDEPENDENT
AUSTRALIA

22

I Used to be Normal

FREE
EVENT

SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by JESSICA LESKI

SPECIAL
EVENT

Map-Marker-Alt HILLS HOIST STUDIOS

5pm
Sun

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA

NT PREMIERE

THIS SCREENING WILL BE PRESENTED BY SPECIAL GUEST RITA WALSH

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2018

21

China
Love

rd

Directed by OLIVIA MARTIN-MCGUIRE

NT PREMIERE

From The Beatles, to the Backstreet
Boys and One Direction, I Used
to be Normal: A Boyband Fangirl
Story will take you back to the fun,
fantasy and feelings of your teenage
years. Filmed over four years, and
spanning three generations, this
intimate coming of age story follows
a diverse group of women who have
had their lives dramatically changed
by their boyband obsessions. These
four women must navigate the
challenges of relationships, family,
sexuality, and faith, while constantly
grappling with all the problems and
contradictions that are part of being
in love with a boyband.

23

nd 9.30pm
Sat

Melbourne-based producer Rita
Walsh’s credits include Casting Jon
Benet (2017), Snowtown (2011),
Bright Star (2009) and Mary & Max
(2009). This film is the result of a five
year collaboration between Director
Jessica Leski.

Australia
85 mins
English
Documentary / Music

A joyous documentary from Australia
about the boyband obsessions of
teenage girls worldwide.

15+

I USED TO BE NORMAL
AFTER PARTY
Mmmbop! You got the right stuff
so everybody rock your body at the
I Used To Be Normal Afterparty!
Baby when the lights go out
we’ll show you what it’s all about
with a slamming selection of boy
band hits presented by Donnie
Piccolo.

Just over 40 years ago, marriage
in China was arranged by the state.
Romantic love was seen as a capitalist
concept and was not allowed during
this period. Now, China has fallen in
love with love. It’s exploding wedding
industry is worth 80 billion dollars,
and it is on an upward curve. Prewedding photography is one of the
most significant and curious parts of
the industry.

Map-Marker-Alt BCC DARWIN
2018

15+

China / Australia
70 mins
Mandarin with English
subtitles
Documentary / Love

A timely, insightful glimpse of Chinese
cultural life.
Filmink

Screen Daily

Rita Walsh

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Donnie Piccolo

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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23

rd

7.30pm
Sun

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

NEIGHBOUR
ASIA

The Seen
and Unseen
SPECIAL GUEST

Directed by KAMILA ANDINI

LIVE MUSIC

CLOSING NIGHT | NT PREMIERE

THIS SCREENING WILL BE PRESENTED BY SPECIAL GUEST KAMILA ANDINI
LIVE DANCE BY TUNAS MEKAR CULTURAL COLLECTIVE
Ten-year-old twins Tantra and Tantri
are inseparable. When they secretly
steal eggs from the family’s sacrificial
offering, Tantri always gets the whites
and Tantra the yolks. One day, however,
the yolk is missing, as is Tantra.
Her brother gravely ill and in
hospital, Tantri starts slipping into
magical parallel worlds, approaching
the inevitable farewell through
costumes, body paint and dance. In
long dream sequences and against
the background of the Balinese
philosophy of sekala – the seen – and
niskala – the unseen – Andini relates
how one ten-year-old girl deals with
parting and grief.
23

Map-Marker-Alt DECKCHAIR CINEMA
2017

15+

Indonesia

Kamila Andini is a young filmmaker
based in Jakarta. Daughter of legendary
Indonesian director Garin Nugroho,
she is forging a style all of her own.
Already a winner and finalist at several
international film festivals, Sekala Niskala
is her second feature.

86 mins
Balinese with English
subtitles
Drama / Dance

A haunting and hypnotic interpretation
of the child subconscious rooted in
Balinese arts and culture.

NOMINEE

Variety

CRYSTAL BEAR
Kamila Andini

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

BERLIN INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
2018

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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NT
SCREEN
SUMMIT
2018

15

Saturday

th

Map-Marker-Alt CDU WATERFRONT

Meet and greet
8.30am–9am
Get into the motion and meet
with some of the speakers.

This year’s Summit will
Career building blocks
cover a range of topics
SALLY INGLETON, DR AURORA
that matter most to
SCHEELINGS, RACHEL CLEMENTS
screen practitioners from
9am–10am
Central Australia to the
Top End. Hosted by a
Training, mentoring, and
number of major industry networking opportunities all
come into consideration when
key holders, from the NT you aim at sustaining yourself
and beyond, this program in the film industry. The panel
will share their tips and insight
focuses on career
the building blocks of a
development, distribution around
screen career in an NT context.
opportunities and much
more. Whether you’re
Screen Producers Aus.
interested in networking
MATHEW DEANER
with other filmmakers or
simply curious about the 10am–10.30am
behind-the-scene, join us SPA Director Matthew Deaner will
talk about SPA’s advocacy work
for a whole weekend of
for Australian screen practitioners.
free events.

Black As by David Batty

25

16

th

Sunday

Map-Marker-Alt NT LIBRARY

Pitching, marketing &
distributing your film

NT screen culture:
panel discussion

DANNY LACHEVRE (FANFORCE)

NAINA SEN, PENNY SMALLACOMBE,
ROB COLLINS, STEVEN MCGREGOR
MODERATED BY DR AURORA
SCHEELINGS

1pm–2.30pm
Join Danny Lachevre from
FanForce Films + The Solid State
in this intensive Q&A session
showing you how to pitch,
market and distribute your film
to reach audiences all around
the world.

Black As 2: Screening
and Q&A
DAVID BATTY

2.30pm–3.30pm
Watch new episodes of Black As
with David Batty and learn about
this incredible success story from
the creator of the show himself!
David shares his insights into the
online video space - in particular
with Facebook, Youtube, Iview
and crowdfunding.

Inbound productions

Alice Springs/Darwin
Filmmakers meetup

SHANNON SWAN, EMMA
MASTERS, JEREMY SIMS, TIFFANY
MANZIE, MATTHEW DEANER

MODERATED BY BRIDGET MAY
OPEN TO ALL

Inc. introduction to WIFT NT

1pm–2.30pm
Join us for a conversation between
award winning filmmakers as DIFF
reflects on our Territorian screen
culture. From iconic landscapes to
rugged outback heroes, a diverse
range of stories, cultures and
characters has represented our
region. Considering our history
and politics, we raise the questions
of what impact the NT identity has
on films made here, and how does
film culture contribute to defining
the Territory abroad?

DIFF
SCHOOL
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Saturday

nd

Map-Marker-Alt CDU WATERFRONT

Screenwriting
workshop 1: Writing/
story structure
Hone your skills or get a
taste for the craft from
our visiting guests and
professional mentors.
This year’s program aims
to inspire creativity while
tackling financial anxiety
in film-making. Tickets
and Passes options
available on diff.net.au

Map-Marker-Alt CDU WATERFRONT

WITH PHIL DENSON

10am–1pm

WITH RITA WALSH

10am–12pm

$25 | $18

Have a great movie idea and
want to turn it into a screenplay?
Already started a screenplay and
got stuck? In a fun and lively
session, local screenwriter Phil
Denson will guide you through
the fundamentals of story
structure to build your skills and
understanding of screenwritting.

Working with low
budgets: restrictions
and creativity

3.15pm–4.45pm

$15 | $10

From short drama to featurelength creative documentary,
Producer Rita Walsh’s career has
taken her through the whole
spectrum of the film industry
and given her the opportunity
to work with some of her
favourite directors, writers and
creatives. Rita will share her
experience with the audience
in this session peppered with
cautionary tales, inspiring
anecdotes, and other can’tmake-that-stuff-up material.

$15 | $10

Australian’s rising talent Alena
Lodkina broke out on the
international stage this year. Here
she will share her experience
of working with the support of
world class mentors and dealing
with low-budget restrictions.

A special selection of moving,
surprising, engaging footage
screened in your very own NT
Library, ending with an free
exploration of the library’s
extensive media collection.

Sunday

Screenwriting
workshop 2: Breaking
in... from the outside

1.30pm–3pm

2.45pm–4.45pm

rd

A Producer’s
insight into the art
and commerce of
filmmaking

WITH ALENA LODKINA

Exploring the NT film
archive + screening

23

WITH PHIL DENSON

$25 | $18

From breaking your story to
breaking into the industry, this
workshop is all about constructing
stories that sell. We will cover
logline construction, pitching,
concept choice, budget, genre
and more. Includes a Q&A so
bring your hardhitting questions.

Boundless creativity
WITH KAMILA ANDINI

1pm–2.30pm

$15 | $10

At only 32 years old, Kamila
Andini is already an accomplished
award-winning director. Here she
will take you on a journey into her
creative process; between cultural
influences and a joyful practice
of artistic freedom. Get inspired
before being moved by her latest
production on DIFF’s closing night.

Cinematography
workshop
WITH SIMON MANZIE

10.45am–12.15pm

3.30pm–4.30pm

2.45pm–4.45pm

From employment opportunities
to economic stimulation,
there’s plenty to embrace about
inbound productions. We explore
the many opportunities before
an open discussion on strategies
to optimise the benefits for our
local screen workforce.

Let’s have an open conversation
about how everyone is doing in
their fiefdoms, and discuss our
shared experiences within the
context of a sparse industry and
national remoteness. Includes
short intro to Women in Film
and Television NT.

In this workshop for all levels,
you will learn to use professional
equipment to simply convey an
artistic intention. Lights, lenses,
composition, focus, movement...
discover the extent of shooting
possibilities before you even
consider post-production and VFX.

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Kamila Andini Masterclass

Alena Lodkina Masterclass

Rita Walsh Masterclass

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

$15 | $10
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Adult

$16

Adult

$25

Concession (ID required)

$12

Concession (ID required)

$18

DFS Member

$10

DFS Member

$18

Child (5-15)

$8

Concession (ID required)

$50

DFS Member

$40

10 FILM PASS **

**Festival Passes are valid for one
person only, for DIFF 2018 only.
Individual film selections are subject
to availability.

M
itc
he
ll
St
.

NT SCREEN SUMMIT
The NT Screen Summit on
15-16 September is free
but registration required visit diff.net.au to register.

initiative@diff.net.au
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2
CINEMAS

CONTACT

M
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n

C

OTHER VENUES

1 Deckchair Cinema
Jervois Road
Darwin Waterfront

3 DIFF at The Waterfront
Peninsula Lawns
Darwin Waterfront

2 Birch Carroll and Coyle

4 NT Library

76 Mitchell Street
Darwin City

de

$75

W
oo
ds
St
.

diff.net.au

a
an

DFS Member

6

pl

$90

$35

St
.

Es

Concession (ID required)

DFS Member

For more info and tickets,
including terms and conditions of
entry and sale, go to

St
.

St
.

e

$120

$35

Th

Adult

$50

Concession (ID required)

Sm
ith

info@deckchaircinema.com

Sm
ith

DARWIN
CITY

4

4 Bennett Street
Darwin City

5 Charles Darwin University
Business School
Darwin Waterfront

St
.

1

Dr
.

$65

Adult

LARRAKEYAH

EMAIL

he
ne
r

Adult

DIFF SCHOOL PASS
(doesn’t include screenwriting
workshop)

St
.

5 FILM PASS **

(08) 8981 0700

Ki
tc

$5

*Applies to Best of Territory Shorts,
Friday 14th; Respeto, Saturday 15th;
The Brawler, Friday 21st

DIFF INFOLINE

St
.

DFS Member

$10

ne
tt

$6

DFS Member

Be
n

Concession (ID required)

$10

STUART
PARK

Kn
uc
ke
y

$8

Concession (ID required)

Contact

e
Driv

All movie tickets and Film
Festival passes are available
to purchase online or at the
Deckchair Cinema Box Office
nightly. Please note, no free
tickets during the festival.
Sorry, no refunds.

Adult

$15

nan
Tig e r B r e n

Film tickets & Festival passes

LATE NIGHT FILMS*

Adult

St
.

DIFF Pop-Up Box Office opens
30 minutes before film start.
Films start promptly at the
advertised time, check schedule
carefully for details.

MASTER CLASSES

D
al
y

Non-Deckchair Cinema
screenings

THE
GARDENS
d.
sR
en
rd
Ga

Family (2 Adults, 2 Children) $35

ven
ue

SCREENWRITING WORKSHOP

rut
hA

SINGLE

Festival Venues

(unless otherwise stated as free)

Stuart Highway

Deckchair Box Office opens at
6pm nightly. Films start promptly
at the advertised time, check
schedule carefully for details.

Workshop prices

Gil

Deckchair Cinema screenings

Standard Feature
Film prices

MI
ND
IL
BE
AC
H

Ticketing

5

3

Darwin
Waterfront
Precinct

6 Hills Hoist Studios
97 Gardens Road
Darwin City
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Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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Festival Planner

Island of the Hungry Ghosts

13

Thursday

th

NEW TERRITORY

14

Friday

th

NEW TERRITORY

Island of the Hungry Ghosts
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.4
With special guest Alex Kelly
Music by Darwin World Mix Band

FESTIVAL PLAYGROUND

SPARK Film Showcase
7.15pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.7
NEW TERRITORY 

The Secret of Kells

FREE

The Secret of Kells
7.30pm | Darwin Waterfront | p.6

LATE FILM

Best of Territory Shorts
9pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.9

15

Saturday

th

INDUSTRY

FREE

FESTIVAL PLAYGROUND

Capricornia Film Awards 2018
The Breadwinner
5.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.15 7.15pm | Darwin Waterfront | p.6
SPECIAL EVENT

Respeto
9.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.9

17

18

Monday

FESTIVAL FAVE

Diamantino
5pm | BCC Darwin | p.12
FESTIVAL FAVE

INDUSTRY

Tuesday

th

FESTIVAL FAVE

DUFF Local Shorts
7.15pm | Darwin Waterfront | p.5

19

th

Wednesday
FREE

INDEPENDENT AUSTRALIA

20

Thursday

th

NEIGHBOUR ASIA

NEIGHBOUR ASIA

21

FESTIVAL PLAYGROUND

FREE

Kirikou & The Sorceress
7.15pm | Darwin Waterfront | p.6

23

Big Fish & Begonia
I Used to be Normal
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.21 7.15pm | Darwin Waterfront | p.6
With special guest Rita Walsh

INDUSTRY

DIFF School (day 1)
All day | CDU Waterfront | p.26

SPECIAL EVENT

I Used to be Normal

NEIGHBOUR ASIA 

Ramen Shop

LATE FILM

The Brawler
9pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.20

NEIGHBOUR ASIA

22

Saturday

nd
FREE

NT Screen Summit 2018 (day 2)
All day | NT Library | p.25

Friday

st

Ramen Shop
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.19
With special guest Jimmy Shu

FESTIVAL PLAYGROUND

INDUSTRY

Finke: There & Back
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.11
With special guest Luke Hayes

The Heiresses
Birds of Passage
Strange Colours
Shoplifters
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.12 7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.13 7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.17 7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.18
With special guest Alena Lodkina

INDEPENDENT AUSTRALIA

FREE

Finke: There & Back

NEW TERRITORY

How the West Was Lost
The Tailor
5.30pm | NT Library | p.14
5pm | BCC Darwin | p.18
With special guest Jan Richardson

FESTIVAL FAVE

FESTIVAL PLAYGROUND

The Image Book
5pm | BCC Darwin | p.10

NT Screen Summit 2018 (day 1)
All day | CDU Waterfront | p.25

INDEPENDENT AUSTRALIA 

The Green Fog
5pm | BCC Darwin | p.13

16

Sunday

th

FESTIVAL FAVE

LATE FILM

NEIGHBOUR ASIA 

Capricornia After Party
9pm | Hills Hoist Studios | p.16

th

The Breadwinner

Sunday

rd

NEIGHBOUR ASIA

China Love
5pm | BCC Darwin | p.22

NEIGHBOUR ASIA

The Seen and Unseen

Workshops
INDUSTRY

DIFF School (day 1)
The Seen and Unseen
7.30pm | Deckchair Cinema | p.23 All day | CDU Waterfront | p.26
With special guest Kamila Andini
Dance by Tunas Mekar Cultural
Collective

I Used to be Normal After Party
9.30pm | Hills Hoist Studios | p.22
29

Tickets and info at diff.net.au

Tickets and info at diff.net.au
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